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Proceedin~s: Fourth International Conference on Case Histories in Geotechnical Engineering, St. Louis, Missouri, 
March 9-12, 1998. 

SURVEY OF SEEPAGE TIIROUGH HEIGHTENED EARTIIFILL DAM 
WIT1I HIGH-DENSITY ELECTRICAL PROSPECTING METHOD 

Yoshikazu Yamaguchi Yutaka Imabayashi Paper No. 2. 11 
Public Works Research Institute, Tsukuha, Japru1 Public Works Research Institute, Tsukuba, Japan 

Hitoshi Yoshida Thdahiko Sakamoto 
Public Works Re,;earch Institute, Tsukuba, Japan Japan Darn Engineering C.enter, Tokyo, Jap1m 

ABSI'RACf 

High-<lensity electrical prospecting was conducted on a heightened carthf~l dam during the fiiSt filling uf the reservoir to study the possibility of applying 

this prospecting mcthcxl to examination of zoned structures inside an embankment darn and monitoring of seepage through the dam lxxly. Vtsual 

inspection and measurcfl'K';nt with the measuring devices were also conducted to oontrol the safety of the dam. As a result, it was found that zoned 

structures inside the dam such as a newly built embankment, an existing embankment, and dmin are zones each having a different resistivity value. In 
addition, since the area where the resistivity inside the darn body changed with the impounding ahnost coincided with the area where pore water pressure 

changed, the seepage area is an area where the resistivity changed. 

KEYWORDS 

earthfill dam; electrical prospecting; resistivity; seepage; redevelopment; heightening; safety control 

INTRODUCTION 

The oonstruction of dams in Japan dates back more than 2,(XXJ years, 

and there are about 2,500 cumpleted darns with a height of 15 meters 

or more at present. Almost all early dams were small earthfill darns for 

irrigation. Although most of them still exist as old structures and 

function well, some of them have problems concerning safety, such a"> 
intema1 erosion, slope erosion, ooncentrated leakage through the dam 

body or its foWldation, inadequate drainage systems, huge settlement 

and inadequate spillwdy capacity. After World War 11 , the oonstruction 

of large dam' wa' started mainly fur f!ocd control, water resources 

development, power generation and so on, and is in the most active 

pcriOO now. However, more than 50 years have passed since the end of 

World War II , and many dams of this kind arc rather old now. Besides, 

recently in Japan, becatL~ of the decrease in suitable sites for dam 

construction and the advances in dam design and oonstruction 

techoologies, the demand and possibility of redevelopment of dams, 

such as heightening, rcsctvoir excavation, improvement of intake 

fucilitie..-. and redistnbution of storage capacity, have been rising 

(Sakamoto aod Yamazumi, 1994). 

Taking embankment dams as an example, zoned structures and 

seepage conditions in dam lxxlics should be investigated in the case of 

redevelopment and remedial work-.. The most effective and precise 

method for this is drilling to obtain geologic logs, to and rorx:!uct 

labor<itory tests using rore samples and in·situ tests in drill holes. But to 

drill many holes in a dam lxxly, particularly in an irnpewious zone, is a 

money- and time-consuming procedure, and might reduce the degree 

of stability. Physical prospecting, with which a wide area can be 

investigated economically and in a short time, should be oombined 

with a smaller number of drill holes. 

In recent years, geotomography and high-density electrical prospecting 

(HDEP) have become very attractive for subsurface exploration in civil 

engineering. This paper presents details of the application of the HDEP 

to a heightened earthfill darn during the first impounding of the 

reservoir to survey zoned structures and seepage oonditions in a darn 

body. 

OUTIJNE OF SAYAMA DAM 

Sayama Dam, constructed about 2,000 years ago, is the oldest earthfill 

darn tOr irrigation in Japan. This dam has been heightened four times 
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since its completion; the latest redevelopment prqject wa" carried out in 

1928. However, in recent years, becau._o;;e of the rapid urhanization in the 

lower reaches of the dam, the dam had to be heightened to increa<>e the 

flood oontrol capacity of the reservoir and to provide a larger 

recreational area 

existing Jam body with a maximum height of 17.4 mas well as about 

3-rn excavation of the reseJVoir bed. The height and the cre.<:.1length of 

the redeveloped dam (main dam) are 18.4 m and 750 m respectively. 

Plane and typical cross section (crrns section No. 56) of the darn are 
shown in Figs. 1 and 2 respectively. 

The redevelopment project consisl"i of alx)ul 1-rn heightening of the For the embankment on the upstream side of the darn lxxly, sandy soil--

Table 1 Design values of emting and newly buiU dam bodies 

:Wne Existing Dam Type A Material Type B Material Drnin 
& Earth Blanket 

Wet Density, t/m3 1.90 1.99 2.()6 1.90 
SalurnlCd Density, 1/rlT' 1.95 2.12 2.17 

O)hesion, kN/m2 343 19.6 9.H 0.0 
Internal Friction Angle, t5.0 27.0 33.0 35.0 
Permeability Coetfic...ient, m/s IX10-<> 1 X 10"' l X 10-<> 1 x w-s 

~- ([) Main Dam 

(2) Auxiliary Dam 

'ct Emergency Spillway 

@j· Service Spillway 

(~) Intake Tower 

" @ Reservoir 

C/S Cross Section 

100 200 300 400 500rr 

Fig. 1 Plane o[Sayama Dam 
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DFWL= Design Flood Water Level, SWL=Surcharge Water Level, 

NWL=Normal Water Level, Al=Alluvium, Di=Diluvium. 

0 

Fig. 2 Typical cross section o[Sayama Dam 
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clay mixture...;; (TYpe A materials) are used to <l§ure watertightness and 

stability. Sandy soils (Type B material') are employed for the 

downstream side to assure stability mainly. AH of these construction 

materials can he obtained through the excavation of the rc...;;;ciVoir bed 

and the foundation for the spillway. A drain is newly provided in the 

dam body to drain off the peroolating v.rater. Design values of existing 

and new dam OOdies are summarized in Table 1. 

The foundation of the dam is rom posed of alternate horizontal layers of 

sand-gravel mixture and clay, which has a permeability coefficient 

ranging from I X J(J7 to 1 X W5 m/s. A downstream earth blanket with 
a length of about 100 m was placed on the foundation to increase the 

seepage path, to reduce =page and to reduce seepage exit gradients. 

The earth blanket consists of Type A materials. 

The embankment work was completed in September 1996, and the 
first filing of the reseJVoir \Vas c.:uricd out from late in October 1996 to 

mid-December 19%. During the impounding, monitoring of the 

behavior of the dam with several kinds of measuring devices and visual 

inspection, and HDEP were conducted. 
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Fig. 3 Reservoir water level and daily rainfall during the first filling 

Table 2 Types and freqU£ncy of measurements 

Type Number of Number of 
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INSTRUMENT..u!ON SYSTEM 

The water level fluctuations in the reservoir and the daily rainfall during 
the fin;t filling of Sayama Dam are illustrated in Fig 3. For the safety 

control of the dam and its fotmdation, visua1 inspection and 

measurement with the measuring devices were carried out. 1be types 

and frequency of measurements are summarized in Table 2. 

Because the HDEPs stated below were conducted along cross section 
No. 58+ 10 m, the layout of measuring devices installed along cross 

section No. 58 was a.;; shown in Fig. 4. This section is almost the same 

ao;; the typical cross section. 

HIGH-DENSITY EIECfRICAL PROSPECTING 

The IIDEPs were performed along cross section No. 58+ 10 m three 

times during the impoundment. Ax shown in Fig. 3, the firs~ the serond 
and the third suJVeys were carried out just before the first filling, at the 

time when the reservoir water level was nearly equal to the surcharge 

water level, and immediately before the completion of the first fi1ling, 

respectively. 

Apparent resistivity of 1he dam and its foundation was measured by a 
pole-pole electrode array. The measuring line was 118m long in plane. 

Electrodes were placed on the surfaces of the dam body and its 

foundation at inteJVals of 2 m. In the case of the second prospecting 

some clcctnx.lcs were floated on the water surface in the reservoir. 

Maximum electrode spacing, i.e. maximum prospecting depth was set 

at 30m. 720 to 780 data samples were taken in each survey. 

The alpha centers method was usod to analyze all the measured data 

and to obtain the reamstructed resistivity image of the dam and its 

fOundation (Shima, 1990). Topographic mmpensation was also made 

with the FFM simulation. 

Frequency Remarks 
Measuring Sections Measuring Points 

Surface Movement 

Seepage 

Pore Water Pressure 

Phreatic Line 

10 20 

5 

4 

4 

Crest and D/S Berm 
in Each Section 

5 

67 

4 

once a week Section# 42, 47, 49, 51 
53, 55, 59, 60 & 61 

once a day Section# 51, 52+20 m, 
55+5 m,57+5 m&59 

once a day Section# 42+10 m, 
51+!0m, 54+10m&58 

once a day Section# 42+ 15m, 
51+15 m, 54+5 m & 58 
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OH(C/S#58+5m) 

90 EL.m 

V SWL 82.0 
V NWL 79.2 

"Y~~~ 85.4 . 

~ ~~~~~~==~~~-7~9~.0~;= 

60 o; 

•. P1-P19=Pore Water Pressure Gauge, 

OH=Observatlon Hole. 

Fig. 4 Layout of measuring devices in cros.!i' section No. 58 

OBSERVED BEHAVIOR DURING FIRST FllLING 

1be result<> of rnea'\urement and visual inspection during the first filling 

of the reservoir showed that the dam as a whole exhibited safe behavior. 

The measured results of the measured results of pore w<tter pressure 

and water level in the observation hole around cross section No. 58 

where the HDEPs were conducted are de._<;cribed in the following 

paragraphs. 

Excess pore water pressure took place as a result of fill placement for 

the dam at each of the four cross sections where pore Wdter pressure 

gauges were installed. The value of excess pore water pres..,.ure was 

larger in the newly built embankment than in the existing embankment. 

However, oo distinct difference was recognized between in the TYpe A 

materia] zone and the Type B material wnc in the newly built section. 

At eros. .. section No. 58, fluctuations in the value of )XlfC water pressure 

head were observed at 3 of the 19 pore ..-vatcr pressure gauges tL-.ed, 

namely, P 1, P2 and P9. The change in the value of pore water pressure 

head with the passage of time is shown in Fig. 5 together with 

15 85 
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~ 80 ~ 
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0 z 
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ffi 

~ = 0 

~ ~ 

____...._ P2Cin EL.71 m) 
--Reservoir Water Level 

Fig. 5 Pore water pressure head in the dam body 

+ =Surveying Marker, 

fluctuations in the reservoir water levels. lhis figure shows that after 
the reservoir water level rose above the elevation at which the pore 

water pressure gauges were mounted, the value of pore water pressure 

head measured by PI and P9 placed in the 1yPe A material zone varied 

in line with fluctuations of reservoir water levels although there was 

some time lag. However, the pore water pressure head measured by P2 

which \Vas placed at the same elevation ao; Pl in the existing 

embankment section near the boundary between the newly built and 

existing section.;; responded more slowly to the change in reservoir 

water level than the pore water pressure head measured by Pl. Besides, 

the range of variation of the P2 value was smaller than that of the Pl 

value. 

The reservoir water level during the first filling, and changes in water 

levels inside the observation hole provided at cross section No. 58+5 rn 

wilh the passage of time arc shown in Fig. 6. This figure reveals that 

fluctuations in reservoir water levels cause almost no changes in water 

Jcvc1s inside the observation hole. 
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" (Section No.58+5m) " !!1 70 --Reservoir Water Level " 70 > 
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Fig. 6 llbter level in the observation lwle 
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From the measured result.;; mentioned above, it is a<;.-.umed that 

percolating water from the reservoir to the inside of the dam remained 

almost entirely within the Type A materia] zone that forms the 
outermost wne in the upstream side of the Jam. lllc short pcric.x:l of 

less than two months required for this first filing of the reseJVoir is the 

reason for it. 

(a) First prospecting 

E 
_j 60 
w 

50 -

X, m 
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ElECTRICAL PROSPECTING RESULTS 

The distribution of resi~iivity of the dam and iffi foundation obtained 

from the HDEPs is shown in Fig. 7. However, since there is oot a 

significant difference between the distribution of resistivity obtained 
from the flrst prospecting and that obtained from the third prospecting, 

lhc results of the third pro~pecting are not shown in the figure. The 

in Q/m 
40 

20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 0 10 
X, m 

(b) Second prospecting 

Fig. 7 Reconstructed resistivity inzage 

110 

80 

70 

E 

_j 60 
w 

50 

in% 
400 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 

X, m 

Fig. 8 Comparison of the first and the second prospecting results 
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resulffi of the first HDEP given in Fig. 7 (a) show that the foundation a-; 

well as the zoned structures inside the dam l:xxly such ao;; the existing 

embankment, newly constructed embankment, and dmin can be 

distinguished by the contrast of resistivity. A detailed explanation of 

resistivity values in each zone is given below. 

The resistivity of the foundation is almost within the range of 38-58 

ohms/m. There are high-resistivity zones in x=20-40m and ncar 

x= 70m, but it is not clear whether they are related to the geological 

condition. In particular, the high-resistivity zone near x::: 70 m is very 

likely to be a false image caused by the dmin, which provides relatively 

high resistivity. At the upstream end of the measurement line, there is a 

low-resistivity zone with a resistivity of 18 ohms/m near the boundary 

between the 'JYpe A material zone and the alluvium. This is also 

attributed to false image..;;; peculiar to the area around the end of the 

measurement line, or to the existence of alluvial clay. 

The resistivity of the existing embankment is almost within the range of 

38-66 ohrns/m. The high-resistivity zone in the mid-part of the 

embankment coincided with the old~i section of the embankment 

made up mainly of fine sand originated from the alluvium. The 

distribution of this zone was revealed by excavation of the old 

embankment, which was carried out to preserve it (K.anamori et at., 
1994). 

The re.<:::istivity of the Type A material zone is almost within the range of 

26-38 ohms/m, and is lower than the resistivity of other zones. This is 

attributed to the fact that TYPe A material contains relatively larger 

amounts of clay than other zones. 

Tbe resistivity of the 1)rpe B material zone, which is made up of sandy 

soil, is almost within the range of 34-46 ohms/m. A zone with a low 

resistivity of30-38 ohms/m is distributed around the benn near x=80m 

and in the counterweight near x=l(X)m. Whether the low-resistivity 

zone ncar the berm is a reflection of differences in water content or the 

degree of compaction, or analytical false images due to the topographic 

undulations is not clear. The rea"iin for the low re.o;;;istivity in the 

COWlteJWeight is also unknown. 

The resistivity of the embankment for the temporary mad is almost 

within the mnge of 3~66 ohmsim, and is relatively high. This is 

attributed to the possibility of false images around the end of the 
meao;urement line. However, unlike the darn hody, this section is not 

subjected to strict compaction amtml by density during the 

construction work, and therefore it is highly likely that the soil has a 

lower density than that used for the dan1 body. 

Next, we investigate the relation between changes in the distribution of 

resistivity obtained from the result-; of each HDEP and the seepage 

condition inside the darn body. The results of the first prospecting 
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canied out just before the filling were compared with the results of the 

second pro~]JCCting carried out when the reservoir water level was close 

to the surcharge water level. To clearly indicate the difference in the 

distribution of resistivity, the distribution of values obtained by dividing 

resistivity values from the second prospecting by those from the fust 
prospecting and expressed as pcn:cntagcs, is illustr.rted in Fig. 8. 

The resistivity value of the same soil varies deperx:ling on porosity and 

the degree of saturation. The resistivity of pore water among soil 

particles also affect-; the resistivity value of the entire soil. In the case of 

Sayama Dam, since the darn and most of its foundation have a 

resistivity lower than the resistivity of the reservoir water of about 50 

ohms/m, the resistivity of any place into which the reservoir water 

seeped should increa...e. From Fig. 8, an increase in rcs~1ivity due to a 

rise in the resetvoir water level is limited to the place lower than the 

surcharge water level in the 1)1pe A material zone located in the 

outermost section in the upstream side of the darn. This roincides with 

the a1SC where a change in pore water pressure head inside the dam due 

to a rise in the reservoir water level is almost limited to the 1)rpe A 

materia] zone. Thus, we can roughly estimate the seepage cotxiition 

from changes in resistivity inside an earthtill dam. 

CDNCWSIONS 

We conducted an IIDEP on a heightened carthfill dam, and studied the 

p=ibility of applying this prospecting method to examination of 

zoned structures inside the darn and monitoring of seepage through the 

darn. Ao; a re.o;ult, we learned that zoned structures inside the dam such 

as a newly built embankment, an existing embankment, and drain are 

zones each having a different re.'iistivity value. In addition, since the 

area where the resistivity inside the dam lxxly changed with the filling 

almost ooincided with the area where pore water presswe head 
changed, the seepage area inside the dam body is an area where the 

resistivity changed. 
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